
III. СHECKLIST FOR SELF-ASSESSMENT OF INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS 

Name: ....................................................................................................................................................... 

  
   

1. Self care and health1 I can do this  

with support ()  

I am training 

to do this () 

I am going to 

do this () 

I do this very 

well () 

I wash my teeth every day       

I keep clean the nails of my hands and feet     

I take care for my hair, brush it, wash it     

I bathe regularly, I have a neat appearance     

I wear clean underwear and socks, clean clothes     

I keep and leave clean the toilet facilities     

I eat with spoon, fork, cut with knife     

I choose my clothes alone     

I use protective equipment during sexual contact     

I am careful with alcohol and cigarettes     

I go to the dentist (regularly)     

I clean my room alone     

I take care for my safety, I lock the door, turn off electricity      

I have enough rest during the night (6-8 hours)     

I eat healthy food (fruits, vegetables, bread, milk, meat/ fish) and I drink water 

(at least 1,5 liters) 

    

I don't overdo with sweets and snacks     

I move, do exercises every day (at least 30 minutes)     

I look for a doctor if I don't feel well      

 

I want to act in the training as ...................................  Participant () Presenter () Sharing () Trainer () 

 

Tick or add training role  

    
                                                           
1 Pictures use: http://papunet.net/kuvatyokalu/browse 



  
   

2. Household skills 

 

I can do this  

with support () 

I am training 

to do this () 

I am going to do 

this () 

I do this very 

well () 

I make a coffee and/ or tea with a pot, as I like it     

I arrange and clean the dining table       

I wash the dishes / use the dishwasher     

I use properly and safely  kitchen appliances (oven, microwave oven, 

cooker hood, hot plate 

    

I make small purchases to 10 EUR (candy, magazine, shampoo)     

I clean and tidy my things after use (clothes, instruments, etc.)     

I can prepare light hot breakfast (sandwich, boiled egg)     

I prepare easy for cooking dishes (1 product with 1 cooking vessel)     

I prepare complex cooking dishes, with more products and more cooking 

vessels (potatoes, vegetables, meat, dessert), I keep hygiene 

    

I am shopping products for a dish for more people (calculate, plan)     

I wash clothes by hand or washing machine, the laundry is clean      

I iron and fold the clothes, sheets, arrange them in the wardrobe     

I can sew a button to the right place, stable     

I clean and tidy my bedroom (change the covers, hover, mop the floor)     

I clean and arrange more rooms (toilet, kitchen, wardrobe)     

I use cleaners in a safety way     

I arrange important documents, I can find them easily     

I save electricity and heating, use them only when necessary     

I plan my household tasks for 1 week (shopping, laundry, cleaning)     

 

I want to act in the training as ...................................  Participant () Presenter () Sharing () Trainer () 

 

Tick or add training role 

    
 



 
  

 
 

3. Understanding I can do this  

with support () 

I am training 

to do this () 

I am going to do 

this () 

I do this very 

well () 

I budget my allowances for 1 week     

I know the time on the clock     

I know what day of the week is today     

I can tell a story     

I can follow instructions - oral and/ or written     

I follow the traffic rules (cross the pedestrian cross, stop at a red  light)     

I write my first name and family name correctly and legibly     

I understand timetables of buses and trains     

I plan meetings with people  and keep the appointments     

I choose my clothes and shoes according my measure and taste     

I budget my money to last for 1 month and pay my expenses      

 

I want to act in the training as ...................................  Participant () Presenter () Sharing () Trainer () 

 

Tick or add training role 

    
 

 

 

 

 



  

 

  

4. Social skills 

 

I can do this  

with support () 

I am training 

to do this () 

I am going to do 

this () 

I do this very 

well () 

I travel by public transport in a familiar route      

I ride a bike and follow the traffic rules     

I spend my free time well       

I go out (outside the house, service) at least 2 times per month and I enjoy 

it 

    

I arrive at work on time (at day centre, training hall) or I am late by a 

purpose   

    

I use a mobile phone,call persons, write messages, charge the phone, and 

take into account my calls 

    

I travel by public transport in an unfamiliar route      

I know how to get to my doctor, dentist, hairdresser      

I can make an appointment with a doctor, dentist and I keep with it      

I search for information by phone or computer and find what I want     

I use  a debit card and withdraw money     

I organize my vacation (select the place and people)      

 

I want to act in the training as ...................................  Participant () Presenter () Sharing () Trainer () 

 

Tick or add training role 

    
 

 

 



  
 

  

5. Interpersonal skills 

 

I can do this  

with support () 

I am training 

to do this () 

I am going to do 

this () 

I do this very 

well () 

I introduce myself to strangers, I offer my hand     

I start a conversation freely, look others in the eye      

I make phone call, introduce myself, listen and end the call     

I participate in recreation activities with friends, neighbours, family       

I treat gently people living with me     

I follow the norms, wait for my turn, knock on doors, thank the people     

I respect privacy, taking into account their personal space and belonging     

I express and explain my opinion, keep my word     

I give information to the others in time     

I listen quietly advice and choose how to act      

When it is necessary, I say "No"     

I am interested in the others, to their opinion      

I keep friendship with people I like      

I treat common tasks around the house (centre) with responsibility, I 

contribute to the implementation of the tasks 

    

I show patience and tolerance to the others        

I show my feelings in an acceptable manner     

I accept criticism, and decide how to act (without offense)     

I express criticism in an acceptable manner, so that the person to accept it      

In conflict, I stick to the truth and I am sincere     

 

I want to act in the training as ...................................  Participant () Presenter () Sharing () Trainer () 

 

Tick or add training role 

    



 
  

  

 

6. Self-determination 

 

Never Sometimes Often Always 

I know what I need, what I like, and what I’m good at     

I set goals to get what I want or need     

I make plans and decide what I should do to achieve my goals     

I execute my plans in time      

If my plan doesn’t work, I try another one to meet my goals     

Харесвам ми да обсъждам плановете и целите си с други хора 

I like to discuss my plans and goals with other people 

    

People encourage me to achieve my goals     

I believe I can achieve my goals     

 

I want to act in the training as ...................................  Participant () Presenter () Sharing () Trainer () 

 

Tick or add training role 

    
 

 

Additional notes: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


